Who Is Aki Kaurismäki?

October/Lokakuu 2020

Andrew Nestingen, professor, Finnish and Scandinavian studies

THURSDAY, Oct. 15, 2020; 6:45–8 p.m.
Member announcements from 6:45–7 p.m.; presentation is 7–8 p.m.
Aki Kaurismäki is a Finnish filmmaker who has made films since
1981, winning awards at the Cannes Film Festival, the Berlin Film
Festival, and earning Academy Award nominations, among others.
His films range from dark comedy to farce, from rock and roll to
tango, from “mocumentaries” to passionate advocacy for the least
among us. Who is this strange northern artist, whose films have
won him a following with art-house and film-festival audiences
around the world? The talk provides ways of understanding Aki
Kaurismäki’s films as favorites of world cinema.

Andrew Nestingen is professor of Finnish studies and Scandinavian
studies at the University of Washington. He teaches courses on film,
crime fiction and popular culture of the Nordic countries. He is the
author of The Cinema of Aki Kaurismäki: Contrarian Stories (2013),
and author and editor of four other books.

Join the Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/8735609519?pwd=MlJGcmdOczNEcFVPYzIweXIyWHk2QT09
Meeting ID: 873 560 9519
Passcode: Salmiakki

Program in Brief

FACA Event
Cancellation Policy

Who Is Aki Kaurismäki?
Presenter: Andrew Nestingen

Online Program
Thursday, Oct. 15, 2020

Zoom Meeting starts at 6:45 p.m.
Program is from 7–8 p.m.

Finnish filmmaker, Aki Kaurismäki

If St. Paul public schools are
canceled due to bad weather, then
a FACA event scheduled for that
day will also be canceled. FACA
members may contact any board
member if they have a question.
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Hei hei! The sauna fire is going right now.
My husband and I had a sauna built this
summer, and we fired it up for the first time
this morning. Well, I guess we should have
listened to Van, one of the men who built it.
He told us that we needed to build several
fires before we used it, with the windows
open to burn the paint off the stove and the
chimney. He was right. I went in, with my
towel, ready to take my sauna. Well, it was
a bit smoky! So, I guess I will take my first sauna tomorrow. I hate it when
they are right!

Right now, I am still sitting at our
cabin in northern Minnesota,
looking out over the lake,
enjoying the changing maples
and birches. I still am thinking
about our September program and
Elaine Kumpula’s presentation on
Immigration. I hope you enjoyed
it as much as I did!
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The board has several events
planned in the coming months
that I am really excited about.
Even though we can’t meet in person every month, we are going to find ways
to keep connected. There is a way with Zoom that we can have chat rooms, so
after the event we can go to the rooms and discuss that night’s program, or just
how everyone is doing. We are also starting a book club and hopefully will
figure out a way to safely plan an outdoor event. Keep watching Facebook,
emails and the website for updates.

Lastly, I want to say thank you to Jodi Hyrkas and Darlene Esko for the
September issue as the new team for Uutiset, and a thank you to Jeanne Swope
for all of her hard work as editor for so many years! We are so lucky to have
such talented people.

Mask Recommendation Expands
as Finland Crosses 10,000-infection Mark

Finland recorded 111 new coronavirus infections on October 1
to break the 10,000-case threshold.

Finland is in the acceleration phase of the current stage of the coronavirus
epidemic and mask recommendations should be observed nationwide, public
health officials said on Thursday. As a result, recommendations on mask use
have been extended to cover the entire country, Puumalainen said. Face masks
should be used in public transport, at upper secondary and vocational schools
and at universities. In addition, they should also be worn in public indoor
spaces and at public events where close contact cannot be avoided. —yle.fi
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From the Editor

FACA September 2020 Membership
Meeting Summary

By Jodi Hyrkas

by Kendra Kauppi

October greetings, everyone.

U. S. Immigration—Challenges of the Past and
Present presented by Elaine Kumpula, Honorary
Consul of Finland

My first issue of the
newsletter happened without
major incident. There were
minor ones, however. I
would like to thank the
FACA leadership, especially
Darlene, Jeanne, and Pam for their patience. Change is
never easy. Throw technology in the mix and glitches are
bound to happen.

In the midst of a pandemic where avoiding large
gatherings and social distancing are common practice,
FACA utilized technology to engage members and
deliver the first ever online remote program. At least
33 members (some shared screen time) zoomed to
listen to Elaine Kumpula, Honorary Consul of Finland,
present on U.S. Immigration—Challenges of the Past
and Present.

With few face-to-face events happening, I am focusing
on virtual cultural activities and feature articles. The
newsletter now has a cartoonist, Ava (artist name Eeva)
Raisanen. I hope you enjoy the exploits of Peruna Kissa
(“Potato Cat”). Another new development is the book
club. Contact Cristina (cy.elemental@gmail.com) for
more information. Suggested book titles so far include,
Let the Children Play, The Nordic Theory of Everything,
A Finnish American Girlhood, and Under the North
Star. I look forward to being an armchair traveler via
this book club as the weather turns colder.

The presentation was on the history and challenges
of U.S. immigration in the context of current events
including the pandemic and the chaos of world travel.
Elaine presented a chronological overview of
immigration history from 1492–1874 to the present,
and policies, acts and laws devoted to immigration.

Elaine made reference that much of the Finnish
Immigration occurred between 1870–1930 as a direct
result of what was occurring in Finland. Many members
embrace FACA as an opportunity to share personal
stories which include immigration of themselves,
parents, grandparents or great-grandparents and life
and culture in the United States.

This newsletter has often sprinkled Finnish sayings
in its pages. I would like to hear the ones from your
childhood. Grampa Hyrkas had many. My favorite is,
“If money can buy it, it’s cheap.” Share them with me
(facanewsletter@gmail.com) to be included in a future
issue. The informal theme of the November issue is
going to be Sisu. One saying that has come to mean a lot
to me is “Luja tahto vie läpi harmaan kiven.” More on
that next month, how “a strong will takes you through
the gray stone.”

Members had follow-up questions on immigration
caps, change in administration, expedited removal
and residence permits in Finland.

The meeting format received positive feedback which
included “wonderful program,” “great presentation”
and “can listen to and share the recorded program at a
later time.” It was good to see friends and familiar faces
as well as those who have not been able to attend the
in-person FACA programs. A limitation was recognized
that some folks may not have computer or internet access.

Stay well.

2021 Festival of Nations

The 2021 Festival of Nations has been canceled.
The International Institute of Minnesota (IIM) made
the difficult decision to cancel the 2021 event because
of the pandemic. The IIM experienced significant
financial loss (~$74,000) due to costs already expended
before canceling the FON in 2020. They felt the risk was
too high to continue planning for 2021 and could not
sustain another large loss. The good news is they do
plan to restart the festival in 2022.
Finnish American Cultural Activities, Inc.

Although Finns enjoy winter and cold weather offerings,
folks might appreciate the opportunity to stay active
from the comfort of the living room. Hope you can
join the November program in which Andrew
Nestingen will present “Who Is Aki Kaurismäki?”
Watch communications for the Zoom link.
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Cedar and Stone Nordic Sauna:
Reviving a Tradition on the Shores
of Lake Superior

SOW-na).
Reprimanded
seldom changes
action. But by the
end of the experience
of a high-quality
sauna, they are
asking me how to
pronounce it right.
The next time you
want someone to
pronounce sauna
like a Finn, invite
them to sauna with
you first.

By Justin Juntunen

I have basically grown up in the sauna. Like so many
readers here, it began when I was just a toddler—sitting
on the low bench splashing with a bucket and ladle like
my father and grandfather before me. Sauna has been an
integral part of our family culture in Esko, Minnesota,
a small Finnish community 20 minutes south of Duluth.

I believe my Finnish immigrant ancestors have been
great protectors of the cultural treasure of sauna. When
they arrived in Duluth over a hundred years ago, they
were immigrants—they had very little. For the past
century we Finns have protected this treasure of sauna—
kept it close and enjoyed it.

Duluth is burgeoning
with world-class
biking trails, great
skiing, the world’s largest freshwater lake and quick
access to nature at every turn. Here is the place for
public sauna, and there is no better time than now when
the world is more stressed out than ever.

Over the last few years we have begun working to share
that tradition. Let me tell you a story.
Welcome to Finn Town

Duluth’s historic Canal Park is now a bustling tourist
district, but a hundred years ago it was the immigrant
quarter. Populated with boarding houses and Finnish
immigrants, the locals referred to the area as Finn Town.
These immigrants didn’t have the resources to build a
sauna in their backyard; they didn’t even own homes.

Our community sauna is open weekends and by
appointment. During the weekdays our company is
building saunas for people’s homes and lake cabins
in our manufacturing space here in Duluth. What a joy!

We’d be honored to host you and swap some stories of
sauna with you next time you are in Duluth. Learn more:
cedarandstonesauna.com.

Thus, community saunas were built all over the city,
dotting Duluth’s hillside and on the shores of Lake
Superior itself.

Kiitos,
Justin Juntunen
Founder, Cedar & Stone Nordic Sauna
Duluth, MN

Today we are seeing a revival of this public expression
of sauna, but few places have the history like that of
Duluth, Minnesota.

Once again in Duluth our team is offering sauna to the
people, yet, unlike the simple saunas I grew up with.
We needed this one to make a statement. Nordic modern
in design. High quality wood-fired stove built here
in Minnesota. Panoramic windows to overlook
Lake Superior.

\
Cartoon by
Eeva Raisanen

We are inviting new people, not just Finns, into the
sauna and teaching them the wellness benefits and
culture of sauna that my family has always known.
We are setting the table in language that guests can
understand.

Quick aside, we never correct people on how to
pronounce the word sauna (pronounced in Finnish as
Finnish American Cultural Activities, Inc.
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secretary and treasurer should have separate addresses
without a personal name for use in future board member
changes. Other board members can specify an address.
Katja will work on establishing the email addresses.

FACA Board Meeting, September 14, 2020
by Joanne Bergman

President Louise Morgan called the meeting to order
at 5:33 p.m. In attendance were: Louise Morgan,
Cristina Youngren, Marlene Moreno, Kendra Kauppi,
Katja Zarns and Joanne Bergman.

It was agreed that board members send an individual
headshot as soon as possible to Louise for the
newsletter rather than try to get a group photo due
to Covid challenges.

August minutes were approved.

Treasurer’s report: Louise reported that we received
one renewal each in July and August. Discussion ensued
about an automated renewal system. Louise will meet
with Urho Rahkola about the renewal process.

Katja updated the board about the FACA website.
The regular website is still up, but she’s working on
new updates to the website. She will be sending
the board a test screen shot.

Status of online membership payments for
nonprofits: So far, Louise has looked into PayPal for
nonprofits. It is not widely available yet. Louise will call
Norway House to see what they use for online payments.

Next meeting: October 12, 2020 at 5:30 p.m.
The meeting adjourned at 7:22 p.m.

Festival of Nations is canceled for 2021. The next
Festival of Nations may take place in 2022.

Conversational Finnish Class

Participation is now by email
due to COVID-19.

Friday, September 18, meeting: Louise will present
Kendra and Katja for approval to the membership.
Cristina has devised the Zoom voting protocol for
the election. We need 12 members present for a quorum.
The Friday meeting will begin at 6:45 p.m. We will
send an email to everyone in advance.

For more information, please call
Urho Rahkola at 651-429-3319.

The October program will be on Thursday,
October 15. Presenter will be Dr. Andrew Nestingen,
an expert on the film career of Aki Kaurismäki.

FACA Membership

November program presenter will be Dan Karvonen.

A one-year membership for $25 provides you with
eight issues of this newsletter, plus other benefits. To
subscribe or renew, complete this form and mail with
your check to FACA, P.O. Box 580708, Minneapolis,
MN 55458-0708. (Check your email message for a
membership expiration warning or your mailing label
for an expiration date.)

Upcoming events:

The 612 Sauna group is hoping to open in November.

The board hopes to host an outdoor coffee hour outside
at the Danish American Center on October 3. Kahvi
Aika would be from 1–3 p.m. Coffee and pulla will be
provided by the board. The board is also looking at
other possible locations. Information will be sent out
to members.

Name ______________________________________

Email ______________________________________
Address_____________________________________

Laskiainen planning is tabled until the next meeting.

City/State/Zip ________________________________

Phone ______________________________________

English Language FACA Book Club: 30+ people
responded positively to Cristina’s Facebook poll. We
will move forward on establishing a FACA book club.

I prefer to receive my FACA Uutiset (please check one)

q electronic copy via email q paper copy
[Note: choosing the email copy saves FACA both printing

The board discussed board members getting FACA
g-mail addresses. The board agreed that the president,
Finnish American Cultural Activities, Inc.
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costs and postage.]

“Olen Vanha Väinämöinen.
Veistin Vuorella Venetta!”

Folk Music Past and Present
By Herkko Komulainen

By Karen Ba

What exactly is folk music? One definition to this term,
according to Britannica website, is a type of traditional, or
generally rural, music that is passed down through families
and in a small social group. Songs often tell about everyday
life like weddings, celebrations and festivities or work
and go through a lot of variation.

These are the opening lines of a 20-minute runo or poem
that I was assigned to learn at a “Runolaulu” Workshop
in 2017. I was at the Sommelo Ethno Music Festival in
northeastern Finland, hosted in the small town of Kuhmo,
which has been continuously inhabited since the Stone
Age. I struggled to memorize the unfamiliar words. At least
the tune was the familiar Kalevala tune. I translated the
words to help me remember—“I am old Väinämöinen,
building a boat on a mountain.” Was it really practical to
choose a mountain for building a boat? My translation said
he was actually “knifing” it. It was a dugout canoe!

Traditional oral folk music, rune songs to be exact, played
a big part when Elias Lönnrot started working on the
Finnish national epic Kalevala. In mid-19th century
Lönnrot worked as a district doctor in the Kajaani region
and did wide trips in the Kainuu and Viena Karelia areas
to collect oral runes and rune songs which he used to create
Kalevala in 1835. There are three Viena Karelian rune
villages existing in Finland—all three rune villages are
located in the region of Kainuu near the Russian border.
Rune village of Rimmi is located in Kuhmo and two other
villages, Kuivajärvi and Hietajärvi, in Suomussalmi.

At Sommelo, I experienced group singing of runolaulu,
or runesong, that helps me feel closer to my ancestry.
I learned that the Kalevala source poems really must be
understood while singing in a participatory context—
whether sung by a main performer in front of a campfire,
or in a call and response format. It is best to find a large
rock, tree or lake in the woods and sing towards the natural
formation. It helps you feel the meaning. Even for Finns
today, the words are obscure, like Old English. However,
these words carry the secrets of our ancestors’ beliefs and
lifeways. As Finns, we are fortunate that these living
traditions were carried into the early 20th century for us
to learn and experience. At Sommelo, I learned there is
not just one tune! They also are creating new poems in
the same five-beat runic meter.

Hietajärvi has
become known as
the home of the last
rune singer of
Finland, Johannes
(Jussi) Huovinen.
He was the last
person who had
learned his rune
song skills in the
traditional oral way
from his family.
Huovinen lived and
Rune singer and folk musician
did his life work at
Jussi Huovinen (1924–2017)
his home area in
from Hietajärvi, Finland
Hietajärvi. In
addition to being
known as a rune singer, he was also a skillful violinist and
craftsman. Huovinen passed away at a respectable age of
93 in May 2017.

I began a project called “Vuori Vene” or “Mountain Boat,”
named after the first poem I learned to sing. I have already
hosted several runealongs in my home and on Zoom.

Missing Finland?
By Katrina Vaara

When I miss Finland, I take a sensory trip via my favorite
Finn Crisp meal which spurs the memories and takes me
away. A simple way is to imagine myself there when time,
money, or as during these days, a crazy Covid pandemic
prevents travel.

Today folk music and rune songs can be heard in various
summer events in Finland like Kaustinen Folk Music
Festival, Haapavesi Folk Music Festival and Sommelo
Music Festival arranged in Kuhmo. Kaustinen is also
known as a home of the Järvelä fiddler family. In Finland’s
capital Helsinki people can enjoy many different folk
music events, like EtnoEspa and EtnoSoi, and smaller
concerts around the year. The Sibelius Academy offers
folk music related education and many of today’s folk
musicians, like accordionist Kimmo Pohjonen, are alumni
of the school.
Finnish American Cultural Activities, Inc.

Karen.ba@gmail.com
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A favorite Finnish breakfast in rural Minnesota: kana munia,
kurkku, tomatti, sipuli ja Finn Crisp. Nam!

Film Review: Aurora (2019),
Directed by Miia Tervo

October 2020 Calendar

Oct. 2–11. 33rd Annual Leif Eriksson International
Festival (LEIF). Building a cultural bridge between
the modern Nordic countries and the United States.
More than 35 online opportunities to celebrate all
things Nordic—in Minnesota and beyond our borders.
Something for everyone, young and old. Spend minutes
or hours traveling the Nordic world and celebrating Leif
Eriksson. For more information about festival events,
go to leifmn.org/

• in Finnish and English, with English subtitles;
• available to stream online via Amazon or YouTube;
• Trailer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHTRqFdVydE

Aurora is a troubled young woman with an alcoholic
father and a penchant for partying too hard; Darian is an
Iranian translator and baker, seeking to move to Finland
for the sake of his young daughter. After a rocky first
impression, Aurora agrees to help Darian find a Finnish
woman to marry so he can stay in the country.

• The Finnish Language School of Minnesota serves
to connect families of Finnish heritage or with an
interest in Finnish language and culture. School days
are generally twice a month on Saturdays during the
school year.
3244 34th Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55406
https://minnesota.finnishschool.org/
FALL SCHEDULE virtually via Zoom:
Saturdays: October 3, 10, 17 and 24

Set in wintry Rovaniemi, this movie is a romantic
comedy, and it certainly has very funny moments.
Some of the best are delivered by Liisa, a stern elderly
woman who is also compassionate and humorous, and
an excellent singer. Some of her songs are impressively
vulgar. It’s fun watching Darian encounter aspects of
Finnish culture. He learns about Karelian piirakkas from
Liisa, and about proper sauna attire and behavior from
his unwilling host Juho. Aurora offers some ridiculous
candidates for Darian’s new wife, to hilarious effect.

• We are going to try a twice monthly Suomi Singalong
Schedule the first and third Sunday of each month at
NOON CT (to make it slightly earlier for participants
from Europe). For more information on these Zoom
meetings, contact Karen Ba at Karen.ba@gmail.com/

Vantaa Coronavirus Sniffer Dogs

An airport in Finland is using sniffer dogs trying to detect
whether people have the coronavirus.

Finland’s Helsinki-Vantaa airport is running a trial that lets
people volunteer to be tested for the virus by the dogs,
which researchers say could result in dogs being used as
a faster and cheaper way to test than using nasal swabs.

Mimosa Willamo in Aurora (2019)

Anna Hielm-Bjorkman, the University of Helsinki
professor running the trial, said the dogs are “very good”
at detecting the virus. “We come close to 100 percent
sensitivity,” she said.
—Business Insider

Like its main character, however, the story has a dark
side. The main characters are both fishes out of water,
and both grieving the death of a loved one. Worse,
Aurora’s own drinking is getting out of hand. Party
scenes become less wild and fun, and increasingly
chaotic and sad. As Darian gets to know Aurora better,
he is both attracted to her and repulsed by her lifestyle.

Due to some brief nudity, swearing, and frank talk
about sex, Aurora may not be a film for the whole
family. However, it offers two compelling characters
trying to make their way forward, and a fine love story.

Finnish American Cultural Activities, Inc.
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The coronavirus sniffer dogs named Kössi (L) and Miina
cuddle with trainer Susanna Paavilainen.

Sauna Design and Construction
My name is Steve Kajala and I am the great-grandchild of
Finnish immigrants who settled in northern Minnesota in
the early 1900s. I created the Facebook group Sauna Design
and Construction.

users from contacting the stove, and avoiding products in the
sauna that may cause unsafe fumes when exposed to high heat.
And finally, we cover topics on sauna maintenance such
as refurbishing, cleaning walls/floors/benches, and most
importantly chimney maintenance.

There are MANY aspects to be considered when building
a sauna, and I wanted a group that could help people through
their project from start to finish. Some of these topics include
interior/exterior dimensions (especially ceiling height),
building materials, insulation choices or lack thereof, stove
sizes/types/feed method, chimney choices, air venting,
drainage, plumbing, bench designs/height, windows, changing
room, and so on!

I invite you to join Sauna Design and Construction and
become part of our extended family of sauna enthusiasts! Our
group is comprised of new and experienced sauna users, and
we welcome folks of all backgrounds and experience levels to
join us! We’d love to see photos and designs of your sauna!

By posting plans and asking questions during the design
phase, people can avoid many of the common pitfalls
of building a sauna without prior knowledge. Common
mistakes include building the sauna too large, not purchasing
a large enough stove/heater, or using building materials that
do not fare well in the high temps experienced in a sauna.

Additionally, there are several safety aspects that those
new to sauna need to consider such as spacing between
stove/chimney and combustible wall/ceiling materials,
whether they wish to build a guard to protect sauna
Finnish American Cultural Activities, Inc.
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